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FORUM VOL. 29 per cent it may be nil on bad days. Away from the organized tracks the concentration of aircraft, by requiring them to cross every ten degrees of longitude at a whole degree of latitude, may slightly increase the risk of collision when h.f. is bad. The Canaries and Casablanca F.I.R.s deserve a special word. There are so many intersecting routes as to ensure considerable dispersion except at the entry/ exit points near the Canaries. Traffic between Europe and the Canaries is considerable. A.T.C. handover is inadequate, v.h.f. coverage is inadequate and there are language difficulties. Conflicts of traffic are fairly frequent but often are not resolved by A.T.C, who merely give traffic information when workload allows and rely on V.M.C. climbs and descents. Pilots have difficulty sometimes in resolving conflicts due to the poor v.h.f. and the occasional multiple conflicts.
In conclusion the best situation is full positive control of all aircraft with radar and direct routing where conditions allow; the next best is full positive control of all aircraft on airways; the next best is random routing where control and/or communications are inadequate; and the worst is mandatory routes without adequate control and/or communications.
Humber Branch Meeting
The paper by Lieut.-Cmdr. R. B. Richardson, R.N. (ret.), on 'Sea lanes and terminal approaches' will be given at the Department of Geography, Hull University on Wednesday, 26 May 1976, not on 27 May as notified in the Institute list of meetings.
